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Our lecture series on conservation got off to fascinating start in September 
and we are now looking forward to Nina Olsson's lecture on October 
20th.  Learning about the techniques and discoveries unearthed in the 
process of conservation is a bit like reading a riveting mystery.  
 
Coincidentally, a recent Guardian newspaper story on a painting in  
an old Scottish home underscores this. 

Bendor Grosvenor, an art historian and a presenter 
BBC1's Fake or Fortune series, was visiting Haddo House, 
the National Trust's 18th-century stately home in 
Aberdeenshire when he noticed a painting hung above a 
doorway.  Attributed to a minor Renaissance artist, 
Innocenzo Francucci da Imola, Grosvenor convinced the 
National Trust to have it conserved.  Now the evidence 
seems to point to Raphael as the painter. [Click here] for 
the full story. 

In a slightly different vein of the word conserve, we are trying to better deploy our 
resources.  Beginning this month, we want to plan more accurately for our space and 
refreshment requirements for each event so we are asking members to RSVP to the 
museum when they receive the monthly newsletter or an event reminder. 

Please RSVP to the EAAC Hotline phone number listed in the directory - 503.276.4267, 
then press option #3.   

Greg Leiher 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The Virgin by Innocenzo Francucci da 
Imola, now believed to be a Raphael. 

Photograph: Mike Davidson 

  

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?t=zgruswyab.0.0.qgkxe6jab.0&id=preview&r=3&p=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theguardian.com%2Fartanddesign%2F2016%2Foct%2F02%2Fpainting-written-off-copy-reassessed-raphael-haddo-house
tel:503.276.4267


 

Upcoming Events 
 

THURSDAY, October 20th:          
Mark Building - Miller Room 
6:00 p.m. Social Hour  
6:30 p.m. Program: 
 
Nina Olsson, conservator of  a number of paintings in our  Old 
Master Galleries: Giuseppe Bonito's Il Feminiello, André Bouys' 
The Knitter, and the mysterious case of the Gin Distillery, by A 
Follower of David Teniers the Younger. 
 
NINA OLSSON is principal and owner of Nina Olsson Art Conservation, LLC, a private 
practice for the conservation of paintings and polychrome sculpture based in Portland, 
Oregon, established in 2001, and has been working with curators at the Portland Art 
Museum since 2005. 
 
(Previous talks on conservation to the EAAC: Vincent van Gogh, Franz von Stuck, Claude 
Emile Schuffenecker, Pietro Paltronieri) 
 
From 1985-2000 Olsson was active in Florence, Italy where she studied, then practiced 
painting conservation, and taught conservation as well as the history of art restoration. 
 
From 2011-2014, Nina held a research position at the University of Florence Department 
of Industrial Engineering, and co-led the IMAT Project, a research project to develop a 
new heat transfer technology funded by the European Commission. She is currently 
preparing for a new research project, MOXSY, to develop a "space age" cleaning 
technology that uses monoatomic oxygen for non-contact surface cleaning of cultural 
heritage.   
 

Thursday November 10th:  
Tammy Lasseter-Claire, Associate Professor of Chemistry, PSU 
Technical analysis and preservation 

Saturday, December 10th:   
Holiday Lunch at the Waverley Country Club  

 

 

  

 

 
SEPTEMBER LECTURE 

Samantha Springer's talk on Art Conservation - Thursday, September 15, 2016 
 

The delightful Samantha Springer is PAM's first full-time Conservator. Our Council  



was fortunate to have her speak to us on the history of her 
chosen profession in the United States and at our 
museum. Her talk included illuminating details of how a 
modern-day conservator is trained in a multitude of 
disciplines and how they now are specialists in either 
painting, paper, objects, or scientific analysis. Samantha, 
trained at Winterthur (program offered in collaboration 
between the University of Delaware & Winterthur 
Museum), McGill University, Hunter College, and The 
Cleveland Art Museum.  She specializes in sculpture and 
had detailed images of her investigations into the 
undersides of some of our familiar friends at PAM 

(Picasso's bust of Fernande, was one). 
 
Some take-away observations: 
 
* The first Department of Conservation in the USA was established at Harvard in 1928. 
 
* PAM's department was begun in 1972, the same year as the San Francisco museum's and 
many years before the Seattle Art Museum established a conservation department. (The 
original conservation studio at PAM occupied the space where the APEX gallery is.) 
 
* As a young person, Samantha's inspiration to be a conservator came from watching a 
documentary on the cleaning of the Sistine Chapel frescoes. 
 
* The elements of Art Conservation Training are: Art History, Anthropology, Archeology, 
Studio Art, Hand Skills, Professionalism and Ethics. 
 
* Disaster preparedness is a big and ongoing project at PAM. 
 
* Samantha emphasized our good fortune in having other conservation experts in 
Portland: Nina Olsson in painting restoration and Tammy Lasseter-Claire, Chemistry 
professor at PSU, both of whom will be speaking to the Council this fall. 
 
* At one point Dawson Carr jumped into the discussion to emphasize the "sheer nerve" a 
conservator has to have in touching these valuable objects. He said the "hands-on" part of 
the job would be beyond him! 
 
* Samantha has already been a courier for PAM, accompanying our panel to North 
Carolina to join its fellows in the re-creation of the Ghissi altarpiece. More about this in 
the months to come! 

Carol Shults 
 

  
 

 

 

 



 
Attendees enjoying Samantha's lecture in the comfort of the Trustee Room. 

 
 
 

A little learning....... 
Follow this link for a review of 17th century artist Valentin de Boulogne 
whose works are now on exhibit at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 
[Click here] 

 

 "The Concert With Eight Figures" (circa 1629-30), in "Valentin de Boulogne: Beyond 
Caravaggio" at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Credit Musée du Louvre, Paris  

  

  
 

 

EAAC BOARD  
 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?t=zgruswyab.0.0.qgkxe6jab.0&id=preview&r=3&p=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nytimes.com%2F2016%2F10%2F07%2Farts%2Fdesign%2Freview-valentin-de-boulogne-bright-star-in-caravaggios-orbit.html%3F%26moduleDetail%3Dsection-news-3%26action%3Dclick%26contentCollection%3DArt%2520%2526%2520Design%26region%3DFooter%26module%3DMoreInSection%26version%3DWhatsNext%26contentID%3DWhatsNext%26pgtype%3Darticle


President :  Greg Leiher  
Vice-President:    Patty McMahan  

Secretary:   Mary Klein  
Treasurer:   Susan Matthies  

Past President: Carol Ann Caveny    
 
 

Archives - Barbara Dechet and Kent Caveny 
     Hospitality - Mary Lou Hautau and Maureen Moller  

     Member-at-Large - Dee Poth 
     Membership - Jim Kahan 

     Communications - Christine Nelson and Glenys Harrison 
     Programs - Patty McMahan  

     Special Events - Nancy Morrice and Maria Teresa Pietrok 
     Day Trips - Glenys Harrison 

     Travel - Greg Leiher, Carol Ann Caveny, Susan Matthies, Giovanna & 
Richard Jackson  

 

 


